
When Wendy and Lee Bauer visited the Maldives recently, they wanted to celebrate their
second wedding anniversary with a special dinner at their hotel.

Instead of the usual white-tablecloth experience, they dined on a platform built over the ocean
as small sharks swam beneath. Another night, they had a multicourse meal aboard a traditional
Maldivian wooden boat.

“I’ve never had a meal that was in the middle of the ocean,” says Mr. Bauer, an automotive
executive in Birmingham, Mich. “It’s perfectly quiet.”

A third planned alfresco adventure—eating on a sandbank in the Indian Ocean—was thwarted
by rain.

The Bauers paid about $1,600 total for their two dining escapades provided by their hotel, a 75-
villa resort called Baros. It’s one of a growing number of lodgings that offers private meals that
go well beyond the ubiquitous table on the beach. Hoteliers are thinking: “Everybody needs to
eat, so what’s the most outrageous place where we can [serve] dinner?” says Guy Rigby, a
Toronto-based food-and-beverage consultant to high-end hotels.

Private meals at luxury resorts can cost diners anywhere from $600 to $1,000 a person,
sometimes topping the price of a night’s stay. Luxury guests increasingly expect high-end
dining at their hotels, but the economics of running a traditional Michelin-caliber restaurant
don’t always work, particularly for smaller boutiques that don’t have high guest volumes. But
hotels have found that guests are willing to pay three or more times the cost of a restaurant
meal for unique private experiences. They tend to order more wine and cocktails, too. So
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despite extra costs for set-up and dedicated servers and chefs, these meals can offer greater
profits, Mr. Rigby says.

The hoteliers say part of the cost goes toward elaborate dining setups tailor-made for social
media: chandeliers attached to canopies, seating areas for lounging beside the table, dining
platforms that jut out over the ocean or a cliff. Setups are often constructed the day of the meal,
according to demand.

Before the Mandarin Oriental Canouan in St. Vincent and the Grenadines opened this year,
staffers scouted picturesque locations within a 10-minute radius, including mountaintops and
the 13th hole of the golf course, says Paula Dirks, the resort’s director of marketing.

For $7,900, the Mandarin Oriental will ferry guests to a private island with a charter boat, spa
therapist and staff. “We wanted to offer a restaurant without walls,” Ms. Dirks says. A key
precaution: Workers arrive early and put out food for the local turtles to lure them away from
the dining setup.

Food served in these exotic settings is often simply prepared so that it can be executed well
without a traditional kitchen, says Dan Luddington, vice president of development at Small

Wendy and Lee Bauer reserved a platform built over the ocean for a private dinner at Baros. PHOTO: WENDY AND LEE BAUER



Luxury Hotels of the
World, which has 520
properties world-wide.
Menus tend to focus on
fresh local ingredients
with fewer
options.Electric burners
or grills are often placed
nearby, although hotels
sometimes prepare the
food at an on-site
restaurant and bring it
out.

The logistics can be tricky. Arielle Becco, 33, on her honeymoon at the InterContinental Le
Moana resort in Bora Bora found her $400 dinner on the beach wasn’t as secluded as she had
expected: Another couple was seated at a table on the sand nearby. She realized the meal was
being prepared at the hotel restaurant and the tables had to be close enough to it that servers
could run back and forth to deliver the food. “Even if the image of this kind of dinner is really
romantic, it cannot be the case if you want to eat something hot,” says Ms. Becco, an IT
consultant in Luxembourg.

“The InterContinental Le Moana Bora Bora Resort is committed to excellent service and we
take all guest feedback seriously,” a spokeswoman said.

Food and beverages are an increasingly important component of hotel revenue, and event
catering is a main driver of growth, according to a 2018 study of 900 hotels from Avendra, a
supply chain and procurement firm for hotel operators. Restaurants and lounges make up 42%
of revenue at U.S. luxury hotels, according to research from CBRE Hotels Americas on 256 U.S.
luxury hotels.

A boat shuttles guests to the ocean deck where the Bauers dined. PHOTO: WENDY BAUER

The Mandarin Oriental Canouan in St. Vincent and the Grenadines o�ers an 8-hour ‘castaway’ experience on a nearby private
island. PHOTO: MANDARIN ORIENTAL, CANOUAN
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After private-meal offerings at some locations were more popular than expected, Minor Hotels’
Anantara chain rolled out a “Dining by Design” program for all its properties three years ago,
letting guests customize their experiences, says food-and-beverage director Tim Boda.

Visitors can dine on a see-through platform at the edge of a canyon at the Anantara Al Jabal Al
Akhdar resort in Oman. In Bangkok, guests can eat on a restored rice barge on a river. To allow
couples privacy, the hotels give them a bell to draw a server’s attention when needed. “The
butler can go behind the next tree” between courses, Mr. Boda says.

At Hotel Wailea in Maui, guests can have a private meal on a structure it calls the Treehouse,
says events chef Krista Garcia, who joined the hotel this year to expand off-premise dining. The
hotel encourages visitors to choose their own special locations. “There are lots of spots on the
property where people can tuck away,” says Ms. Garcia.

When Aaron Scales, 30, dined in July with his then-girlfriend in the Treehouse, he wasn’t sure
what to make of all the attention on one table. “I was nervous it would be a stuffy environment,”
he says. But through the three-hour affair, which cost nearly $2,000, the couple befriended the
server and the chef, discussing such topics as octopus preparation and wine pairings. “The chef
just instantly adapted to our style…very laid back,” says Mr. Scales, a San Francisco-based tech
worker.

Guests at Viceroy’s Sugar Beach in St. Lucia work with a concierge to choose dining experiences
at locations throughout the property. A few years ago, food-and-beverage director Jacques
Chretien noticed that interest in a simple dinner on the beach was declining. He decided to jazz
it up, adding high-end cutlery, canopies, a bonfire option, and beanbags for relaxing after
dinner. The photos that diners post on Instagram provide positive buzz for the property, he
says.

Guests pay a $165 setup fee for private meals in addition to the food cost. “We try to be
amazing,” Mr. Chretien says.

Guests can choose unusual dining venues at the Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort in Oman. PHOTO: ANANTARA HOTELS,
RESORTS & SPAS
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Aaron Scales enjoyed a three-hour private dinner at the Hotel Wailea’s Treehouse in Maui. PHOTO: AARON SCALES
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